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�� Introduction

Fermat�s �little� theorem asserts that

��� an � a mod n�

whenever n is prime� If ��� holds for a composite integer n then we call n a
pseudoprime to base a� If a composite number n is a pseudoprime to every base a	
then we call n a Carmichael number� One can identify Carmichael numbers fairly
easily by using

Korselt�s criterion ������� A composite odd number n is a Carmichael number

if and only if n is squarefree and p� � divides n� � for every prime p dividing n�

The smallest Carmichael number	 
�� �� � ��� ���	 was found by Carmichael
in ����� It was recently shown that there are in�nitely many Carmichael num�
bers� in fact	 that there are more than x��� Carmichael numbers up to x	 once x is
su�ciently large �see ����� Moreover	 under certain �widely�believed� assumptions
about the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions	 it is shown in Theorem
� of ���	 that there are x��o��� Carmichael numbers up to x	 as had been conjec�
tured by Erd�os ���� However	 for x � ��n for n up to �� �which is as far as has
been computed ��
��	 there are less than x����� Carmichael numbers up to x and	
extrapolating the data to hand	 it seems unlikely that there will be more than x���

Carmichael numbers up to x for any x � ������
In this article we are interested in this strange phenomenom	 �rst discussed by

Shanks ����� He showed skepticism of Erd�os�s conjecture	 based on the available
data	 and because he pointed out that it would be far easier to analyze the reliability
of pseudoprime tests if there were very few pseudoprimes �however	 the analysis in
��� is suitable for Shanks�s requirements� � see section � for details of Shanks�s
remarks�

So what explains this discrepancy between the computational evidence and the
predicted asymptotic behavior	 for the count of the number of Carmichael numbers
up to x� In this paper we propose a conjecture which at least explains why the count
should behave peculiarly� Our conjecture takes account of Shanks�s observation that
computed Carmichael numbers seem to have signi�cantly fewer prime factors than
those predicted by Erd�os�s heuristic� We seperate the Carmichael numbers into
two classes	 primitive and imprimitive	 suggesting that Shanks�s intuition is more
appropriately applied to imprimitive Carmichael numbers	 while Erd�os�s thoughts
are more appropriately applied to primitive Carmichael numbers	 thus partially
resolving their contradictory conjectures in a way that makes both of them right�
We begin by examining the data made available in ���	��	 making several easy
observations and recalling some known facts�

By computing the �rst few examples one quickly observes that Carmichael num�
bers seem to all have at least three prime factors� This is easily deduced as a
consequence of Korselt�s criterion	 since if not then n � pq where p and q are dis�
tinct primes �since n is squarefree�	 so that q � n�p � n�p � p � n � � �mod p� ��
implying p��jq��	 and similarly q��jp��	 thus p � q and so giving a contradiction�

Twelve of the thirteen Carmichael number up to ��	��� have exactly three
prime factors� Eleven of the thirty Carmichael numbers between between ��	���
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to �	���	��� have three prime factors and eighteen have exactly four prime factors�
Thus we begin to observe that �typical� Carmichael numbers have more prime fac�
tors as the number gets larger	 though it is not clear how the count grows with
the size of the Carmichael number� Pinch ��
� has given a table of Carmichael
numbers	 which we reprint below	 showing how many Carmichael numbers up to
��m have exactly k prime factors	 for each m � ��� The data in the table suggest
that �typical� Carmichael numbers tend to have more prime factors as the number
gets larger� In fact	 the average number of prime factors of a Carmichael number
� x goes from � ��� for x � ���	 to � ���� for x � ��		 to � 
��� for x � ����	 to
� 
��� for x � �����
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Ck�x�� the number of Carmichael numbers up to x with exactly k prime factors�
C�x� � C��x� � C
�x� � � � � � the total number of Carmichael numbers up to x�

There are essentially two known ways to construct Carmichael numbers� The
�rst	 which we discuss in section �	 studies Carmichael numbers p�p� � � � pk with
a given number k of prime factors	 where the ratios p� � � � p� � � � � � � � pk � �
are given� We will show that the Carmichael numbers with k prime factors can be
partitioned into �families�	 each conjecturally in�nite	 depending on these ratios�
and we will show that such families exist for each k� Much of Shanks�s analysis
stems from such constructions	 and from computational upper bounds� We will
see that such constructions suggest that Ck�x�	 the number of Carmichael numbers
� x with exactly k �  prime factors	 satis�es

��� Ck�x��k x
��k� logk x�

�we understand �suggests� to mean �under the assumption of a suitable conjecture	
which will be stated later���

The second method for constructing Carmichael numbers	 which we discuss in
section 	 was �rst developed by Erd�os ���	 and was the basis of the proof of the
in�nitude of Carmichael numbers ���� The idea is to �rst rewrite �p � �jn� � for
all pjn� in Korselt�s criterion as �Ljn � � where L �� lcmpjn�p � ���	 and then to
focus on the number L� In fact Erd�os picks L �rst	 then �nds all primes p for which
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p � � divides L and then tries to �nd a product of some of those primes which is
� � �mod L�� As Erd�os showed	 this suggests that

�� C�x� � x��o����

Evidently

��� C�x� � C��x� � C
�x� � C��x� � � � �� Ck�x��x��

where k�x� is the maximum number of distinct prime factors of any integer � x�
Since k�x� 	 logx� log log x	 this suggests by �� that Ck�x� � x��o��� for some
k�  � k � k�x�� This is substantially larger than the lower bound given in ���	
and one might thus believe that the lower bound given in ��� is typically far from
the correct number of Carmichael numbers� We however do not think that this is
the case for �xed k� Instead we conjecture that it is of exactly the correct order of
magnitude�

Conjecture �� For any given integer k � � there are x��kok��� Carmichael

numbers up to x with exactly k prime factors�

�This conjecture	 due to the �rst author	 was �rst stated in print by the second
author in ����� In this article we are trying to explain the reasoning that led to this
conjecture	 especially since there have now been several papers with partial results
towards Conjecture �� most recently	 Balasubramanian and Nagaraj ��� have shown
that C��x� � x���
o�����

In Theorem � we prove Ck�x� � x���ok���	 though we would like to improve
this to Ck�x� � x���ok���	 for each �xed k� Note that our conjecture � implies	 for
x su�ciently large	

C��x� � C
�x� � C��x� � � � � � Ck�x��

however	 this is obviously not borne out by the data so far� One	 perhaps attainable	
objective is to show that C
�x� � x����� for some � � �	 for all su�ciently large
x	 which would suggest that at least the �rst inequality here is correct� To get this
estimate we will need to show that there are few Carmichael numbers with four
prime factors	 whose smallest prime factor is given �in fact	 we guess that there are
�nitely many � this is true for Carmichael numbers with three prime factors��

Evidently we need to understand how Conjecture � can possibly make sense if
�� and ��� hold� The point is that the estimate in our Conjecture	 if true	 cannot
hold with much uniformity	 so that one may have Ck�x� bigger than	 say	

p
x but

only with k 
� as x 
 �� In particular	 an immediate modi�cation of Erd�os�s
heuristic �see section � leads us to the following�

Conjecture 	a� For any �xed � � � � �� we have� for all integers k with k �

log�o��� x that there are x�o��� Carmichael numbers up to x with exactly k prime

factors� once x is su�ciently large�

This implies ��� In section  we re�ne this argument so as to also conjecture
appropriate estimates when � � ��
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Conjecture 	b� If integer k � � logx� log log x with � � � � � then Ck�x� �
x���o����

We also believe that there are few Carmichael numbers in the missing range�

Conjecture 	c� If k
� as x
�� but k � logo��� x then Ck�x� � xo����

Combining Conjectures � and � we can draw the graph of logCk�x�� log x as k
varies� At �rst �Conjecture �� it decreases like ��k	 until it gets to o���� it then
looks like log k� log logx �Conjectures �a and �c�	 until k is very close to the end of
its domain	 when it rapidly drops to � �Conjecture �b�� We expect the minimum
to occur with k � log log x� Thus Carmichael numbers with k prime factors are
distributed very di erently from the integers with k prime factors� for in that case
the maximum occurs with k � log log x	 the peak of a �Bell curve� �see �����

In section � we give a heuristic to estimate Ck�x� for di erent values of k� This
leads to the following single formula which implies Conjectures � and ��

Conjecture 
� If k is an integer in the range  � k � y �� logx� log logx then

Ck�x� �
x��k

k!
ky �log log x�O�y��

In ���� a heuristic argument is given that C�x� � x����x�	 where 	�x� � �� �
o���� log log logx� log logx� Further	 it is seen from the argument in ���� that Ck�x�
is of similar magnitude when k � logx��log logx��� Conjecture  is not strong
enough to imply these results	 but see Corollary 
 in Section � �which is conditional
on Conjecture � in that section�	 which is strong enough�

We now give an overview as to how we justify making these conjectures	 in
light of the work of Erd�os and Shanks� Consider Carmichael numbers n with
the ratio of the p � ��s �xed	 for primes p dividing n� By Korselt�s criterion we
know that n is squarefree so we can write n � p�p� � � � pk� Let g � g�n� ��
gcd�p� � �� p� � �� � � � � pk � ��	 and write pi � � � gai for some integer ai� Finally	
let 
 � 
�n� �� lcm�p� � �� p� � �� � � � � pk � �� � g�a�� � � � � ak�� this is	 in fact	 the
order of the largest cyclic subgroup of �Z�nZ���

Korselt�s criterion states that n is a Carmichael number if and only if

�

g

�
kY
i��

�gai � �� � �

�
� � �mod �a�� � � � � ak���

Since the left side is a polynomial in g	 we see that the congruence is satis�ed for g
if and only if it is satis�ed for the least positive residue of g �mod �a�� � � � � ak��� For

example	 if ai � i and k �  then �g � �g� � ��g � � � �
g

�Qk
i���gi� ��� �

�
� �

�mod ��	 which works only for g � � �mod ��� If n is a Carmichael number and
g is itself a least positive residue �mod �a�� � � � � ak�� then we call n a primitive

Carmichael number� otherwise n is imprimitive� In our example	 � � � � �� is
a primitive Carmichael number	 whereas the next Carmichael number with these
ratios	 �� � � ���	 is imprimitive� Note that Carmichael number n is primitive
exactly when g�n� � �a�� � � � � ak� or	 equivalently	 g�n� � 
�n�����
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We believe that the main reason behind the very di erent conclusions reached by
Erd�os and Shanks	 is that most Carmichael numbers are	 in fact	 primitive	 whereas
most Carmichael numbers with a �xed number of prime factors	 such as those
mostly found in computations	 are imprimitive� Our conjectures suggest that most
Carmichael numbers have �log x���o��� distinct prime factors	 while Theorem  im�
plies that there are xo��� such imprimitive Carmichael numbers	 and Theorem � that
there are no imprimitive Carmichael numbers with � log x� log log x log log log x
prime factors�

Actually Corollary  gives a strong version of the upper bound implicit in the
analogue of Conjecture � for imprimitive Carmichael numbers� that is C�

k�x� �
x��ko����k! uniformly	 where C�

k�x� denotes the number of imprimitive Carmichael
numbers� x which have exactly k prime factors� We conjecture that C�

k�x� � Ck�x�
for each �xed k � � we do not conjecture that this holds uniformly in k�

In Corollary � we establish that C��x� 	 x���� log� x	 where C��x� denotes
the total number of imprimitive Carmichael numbers � x� so	 if there are x��o���

Carmichael numbers up to x	 as we believe	 then we see that very few of them
are imprimitive� This supports our conjecture that C��x� � o�C�x��� Moreover
Theorems  and 
b together suggest that C�

k�x� � o�Ck�x�� if k� log log x�

Using Richard Pinch�s data ���	�
	��� and unpublished calculations of Chick
and Davies and of Williams we can see how these last two conjectures compare
with the known Carmichael numbers� For x � ���� ���� � � � � ���� we write the
number of imprimitive Carmichael numbers up to x as a percentage of the total
number of Carmichael numbers up to x� and also do the same thing for Carmichael
numbers with exactly three prime factors going up to highest limit computed so far
of x � �����

x C�
��x� C��x� "age C��x� C�x� "age

��� � � ���� � � ��
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These data do lend credence to our conjectures that C�
� �x� � C��x� �that is	

C�
� �x��C��x� 
 � as x 
 �� and C��x� � o�C�x�� �that is	 C��x��C�x� 
 �

as x
���
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�� Constructing Carmichael numbers

with exactly k �  prime factors

Chernick ���
��� If �m� �� ��m� �� ��m� � are all prime then their product

is a Carmichael number�

This produces Carmichael numbers for m � �� �� 
� �
� 
�� 

� 
� and ��� of the
integersm � ���� One might ask how frequently this can happen asm grows larger�
Prime triplets such as these	 were considered back into the last century by Sylvester
and Dickson	 and although little is yet proved we do now have a good conjectural
understanding of how often these are prime thanks to Hardy and Littlewood ����
and Schinzel and Sierpinski ���	���

Prime Triplets Conjecture� Let a�t� b�� a�t� b� and a�t� b� be distinct linear

polynomials� with integer coe�cients� where each ai is positive and coprime to bi�
If there is an integer r such that �a�r� b���a�r� b���a�r� b�� is coprime to �� then

#fm � x � a�m� b�� a�m� b�� a�m� b� are all primeg � ��
x

log� x

where � is some absolute positive constant� and � � �a��b��a��b��a��b� is a ratio�

nal number satisfying � � � 	 �n��n���� with n � a�a�a�j�a�b� � a�b���a�b� �
a�b���a�b� � a�b��j�

Can we generalize the Chernick construction� We take the perspective that
Chernick�s construction comes from a family of Carmichael numbers	 generated by
� � � � ��� If we look at the �rst few Carmichael numbers	  � �� � �� and

 � � � ��	 and even � � �� � � � ��	 we might ask whether each of these also
generate a plausible family�

If  � �� � �� comes from a family then it must be of the form ��g � �����g �
�����g � ��� If these factors are all primes then we can easily verify that Korselt�s
criterion is satis�ed if and only if g � � �mod ���� Thus there are in�nitely many
Carmichael numbers from this family if there are in�nitely many integers m for
which ���m��� ����m����	 and ���m���� are all simultaneously prime� This
is predicted to be so by the Prime Triplets Conjecture�

We may analyze the other two examples analogously and �nd that 
 � � � ��
comes from a family ��g � �����g � �����g � �� with g � � �mod �	 whereas
�� ��� ���� comes from a family ��g������g������g������g��� with g � �
�mod ��	 but now we are asking for � linear expressions to be simultaneously
prime� Our �rst result shows that any Carmichael number generates an in�nite
family of Carmichael numbers provided the full prime k�tuples conjecture is true�
�We state this conjecture in a quantitative form	 due to Hardy and Littlewood��

Let a�t � b�� a�t � b�� � � � � akt � bk be distinct linear polynomials	 with integer
coe�cients	 where each ai is positive and coprime to bi� Clearly	 a necessary condi�
tion for the existence of in�nitely many integersm such that each aim� bi is prime
is that for each prime p there should exist at least one integer m such that p does
not divide any aim � bi	 that is p does not divide

Q
�aim � bi�� For example	 if

each bi � �	 then the linear polynomials have this condition	 since
Q
�ai�� bi� � ��

We call the set of linear polynomials admissible if	 for every prime p there exists
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an integer m such that p does not divide any aim � bi� The prime k�tuples con�
jecture of L� E� Dickson is that if the set of linear polynomials is admissible	 then
there are indeed in�nitely many integers m such that each aim� bi is prime	 while
the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture is an assertion about the asymptotic distribution
of such integers m� For each prime p de�ne ��p� to be the number of distinct m
�mod p� for which p does divide some aim � bi� Note that a set is admissible if
and only if ��p� � p for all primes p�

Hardy�Littlewood Conjecture� If a�t � b�� a�t � b�� � � � � akt � bk comprise an

admissible set of linear polynomials� with each ai � � then

#fm � x � each aim� bi is primeg �
�Y

p

�
�� ��p�

p

��
�� �

p

��k�
x

logk x
�

Theorem �� Suppose that n � p�p� � � � pk is a Carmichael number� Then q� � � � qk
is a Carmichael number whenever each qi �� � �m�pi � �� is prime� where m � �
�mod L� and L � lcm�pi � ���

Proof� Obviously N � q� � � � qk squarefree� Also

lcm�qi � �� � lcm�m�pi � ��� � mL�

To show N is a Carmichael number it is then su�cient to show that N � �
�mod mL�� Now clearly each qi � � �mod m�	 so that N � � �mod m�� But
�m�L� � �	 so it is su�cient to show that N � � �mod L�� But m � � �mod L�	
so that

N �
Y

�� �m�pi � ��� �
Y

�� � �pi � ��� � n � � �mod L��

since n is a Carmichael number	 so the theorem is proved�

To be able to apply the Hardy�Littlewood Conjecture to the Carmichael number
family constructed in Theorem � it is necessary to ensure that the set of linear
polynomials �pi � ��m � �	 where m � � �mod L�	 is admissible� That is	 is the
set of polynomials �pi � ��Lt � pi admissible� The product of these polynomials
when t is � is n and the product of these polynomials when t � ���L �mod n� is
� � �mod n�� Thus no prime always divides the product of the polynomials	 and
so the set is admissible� Note that for this argument to make sense we need that L
is invertible modulo n� However	 since n is a Carmichael number	 we have Ljn� �
by Korselt�s criterion	 so that L is indeed coprime to n�

Thus we can deduce

Corollary �� Assume that the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture holds� If there ex�

ists one Carmichael number with k prime factors� then this generates a family

of Carmichael numbers with k prime factors� and there are � x��k� logk x such

Carmichael numbers up to x�

We may partition the set of all Carmichael numbers into families depending on
the set of ratios of p� � for those primes p dividing the Carmichael number� And
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Corollary � says that	 assuming the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture	 each family is
in�nite�

The consequence in Corollary � rests on there being at least one Carmichael
number with exactly k prime factors	 which is by no means guaranteed	 a priori
�though it is known for  � k � �� ���� ��� ����� We now construct a family with
exactly k prime factors �assuming the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture holds�	 for each
k � 	 by modifying an idea of Euclid�

Choose n � � so that k � �n � � or �n� Let ai � �i�� for � � i � n	 and
ai � �i���n��n � �� for n � � � i � k� Then L � lcm�a�� � � � � ak� � �n����n � ��
and

P
i ai � �k�n��n � �� so that LjPi ai�

We claim that if qi � � � Laim is prime for each i� � � i � k then q�q� � � � qk
is a Carmichael number� To verify this using Korselt�s criterion	 �rst note that
q�q� � � � qk is squarefree� Secondly	 q�q� � � � qk � � �Lm

P
i ai � � �mod mL��	 and

since each aijL we deduce that qi � � � LaimjL�mjq�q� � � � qk � �	 and therefore
Korselt�s criterion is satis�ed�

This set of linear polynomialsLaim�� is admissible and so the Hardy�Littlewood
conjecture implies

Corollary 	� Assume that the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture holds� Then for each

integer k �  there are �k x��k� logk x Carmichael numbers up to x which have

exactly k prime factors�

�� Constructing Carmichael numbers with many prime factors

In ��
�	 Erd�os ��� showed how to construct Carmichael numbers with very many
prime factors� The idea behind his construction was to attack the problem the other
way round� Instead of starting with primes p and then studying L �� lcm�p � ��	
he chose to begin with a highly composite integer L and then consider the set of
primes p for which p � � divides L� In fact	 if for some subset p�� p�� � � � � pk we
have p�p� � � � pk � � �mod L� then p�p� � � � pk is a Carmichael number by Korselt�s
criterion�

Example� If L � ��� then p��jL� p � L for p � �� ��� �� �� ��� ��� If we sort through
all the subsets of this set of primes then we �nd that ����� � ���������� ������ �
��������� �
���� � ���������� are all � � �mod ���� and so are all Carmichael
numbers�

Alford �see ����� took a large value for L	 determined many primes p for which
p � � divides L	 and then established that there are at least ���� � � Carmichael
numbers made up from them � this was the inspiration for ���� Recently Alford
and Grantham ���	 have modi�ed this construction to show that there exists a
Carmichael number with k prime factors for each integer k in the range  � k �
�� ���� ���� �Moreover they have constructed a Carmichael number N with ��
	�
�
prime factors	 which is divisible by a Carmichael number nk with exactly k prime
factors	 for each k in the range 
� � k � ��
� �����

In ���	 Erd�os used this construction to try to get	 at least heuristically	 a lower
bound for the number of Carmichael numbers up to x� Making assumptions about

 The proportion of djL with d� � � p prime	
 The �equidistribution� of products p� � � � pk mod L	
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he deduced that C�x� �� x
��� where C�x� is the number of Carmichael numbers

up to x �or	 put another way	 C�x� � x��o�����
In ��� Alford	 Granville	 Pomerance modi�ed Erd�os�s heuristic argument to show

that C�x� � x��� once x is su�ciently large� Although this does not help resolve the
dispute over the asymptotic behavior of C�x�	 or even logC�x�� log x	 the following
result	 also in that paper	 does help in this regard�

Theorem � of ���� Let 	 � �� Suppose there is a number x� such that

�
� #fp � x � p � � �mod d�g � ��x�

���d�

for all positive integers d � x���� once x � x�� Then there is a number x�� such

that C�x� � x���� for all x � x��� In particular� if such an x� exists for each 	 � ��
then C�x� � x��o��� for x
��

When the �rst author discussed our results with Shanks he noted that he cer�
tainly believed �
� holds in the range described	 that he had far more extensive
data on the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions	 and agreed that this
result showed that Erd�os was surely correct after all� However he reiterated his
frequent request �to both authors� for an investigation into the smallest x for which
C�x� �

p
x� As Pinch ���	�
� produces more and more data on Carmichael numbers

it becomes clearer that this is a particularly relevant question�

x ��� ��
 ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	

C�x� � � �� � ��
 �

 ���
� � ������ ������ ������ ������ ����� ����


x ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
 ���� ����

C�x� �
�� ��
 ���� ����� ����� ��
��� �����
� ����
 ��� ��� ����� ���� ���� ����

C�x� � x� � the number of Carmichael numbers up to x� as a power of x

The speed of convergence to the asymptotic behavior �of logC�x�� log x� is evidently
agonizingly slow and one might guess that it is a consequence of some interesting
phenomenom�

Let us now review	 in detail	 Erd�os�s heuristic so that we can give some justi��
cation for �� and the predicted lower bounds in Conjectures �a and �b�

Let L be the least common multiple of the integers up to log x� log log x� Let
m be arbitrarily large	 but �xed	 and let S be the set of primes q � logm x	 for
which q � � divides L but q does not� Since the number of integers up to logm x
which divide L is known to be�m logm x	 it may be reasonable to assume that �see
���� the number of elements of S is �m ��logm x�� �This is proved for m slightly
beyond �� Consider now the set T of all squarefree numbers up to x whose prime
factors come from S� If k � �logx� log�logm x��	 then every subset of k primes from
S corresponds to a number in T � Thus	

#T �
�
#S

k

�
�
�
#S

k

�k
�
�
cm logm x� log�logm x�

log x� log�logm x�

��log x� log�logm x��

� 	cm logm�� x

�log x� log�logm x��

� x����mom����
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Now each number in T is coprime to L	 and it may be reasonable to assume that
about � out of each �L� members of T is congruent to � modulo L� Now L � xo���	
so we shall go ahead and conjecture that there are � x����mom��� members of T
which are � � �mod L�� But every composite member n of T which is � � �mod L�
is a Carmichael number	 since it is squarefree	 and for each prime factor q of n we
have q � �jL and so q � �jn� ��

This heuristic argument of Erd�os immediately gives ��	 and also Conjecture �b�
By a small modi�cation we get Conjecture �a� We choose k � log� x and let S
be the set of primes q � x��k with q � �jL	 q � L� Now the conjecture is that the
number of members of S is � N� log�x��k�	 where N is the number of integers
� x��k which divide L� Thus	 we conjecture that #S � x��k�u��o����u	 where
u � log�x��k�� log�log x� log logx�	 see �
�� A calculation like the one above gives
Conjecture �a�

With more care one can optimize the above argument	 and conjecture ���	���

C�x� � x��f�o���g log log log x� log log x�

one can also prove that the implicit upper bound here holds �see ���	����� We expect
that the same estimate holds for ���x�	 the number of base � pseudoprimes up to
x	 see �����

�� Shanks�s objections

We cannot do better than to essentially reproduce Shanks�s own words �section
�� of ������ We have edited out some remarks and changed notation�

Let ���x� be the number of integers n � x which are pseudoprimes to base ��
Note that C�x� � ���x�� Shanks notes that if we want to study how e ective a
base � pseudoprime test is	 as a primality test	 then we need to study the ratio
���x����x� as x
�� He begins by producing a table �which we extend here with
Pinch�s published computations ����	 and some unpublished computations��

x C�x� ���x� ��x� ���x��
p
��x�

��� �  ��� ����
��
 � �� ���� �����
��� �� �� �
�� �����
��� � ��
 ����� �����
��� ��
 �
� ���
�� �����
��� �

 ��
� 
����

 ���
�
��	 ��� 

�� 
����
� ����

���� �
�� ����� �

�
�
�� �����
���� ��
 ���
 �����
��� �����
���� ���� ������ ���������� ��
��
���� ����� ����� ����

��� �����

The number of Carmichael numbers� ��pseudoprimes and primes up to x

Shanks notes that Erd�os proved that ���x����x� 
 � as x
�� that is	 almost
all integers which satisfy ��� are prime �Pomerance ���� has subsequently shown
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that ���x� � x��f���o���g log log log x� log log x and conjectures ���� that ���x� �
x��f�o���g log log log x� log log x�� Shanks goes on to write

�Erd�os has repeatedly conjectured that ���x��x��� and even C�x��x��� will

increase without bound for every positive 	� If he is correct� ���x��
p
��x� will stop

decreasing at some x and then will increase without bound� What is that x	

The matter is of interest� If a 
��digit n is a pseudoprime to base �� and if
���x� �

p
��x� the probability that n is composite is less than ����	� But if

���x��
p
��x� increases without bound starting at some unknown x� we lose that

estimate� Erd�os�s conjecture� remains controversial����

Shanks goes on to remark that	 then	 it was not even known that ���x�� log x

� as x 
 �� though now we know this and substantially more ������ He then
proceeds to conjecture that there are more than x����� base � pseudoprimes up to
x if x is su�ciently large	 and that this should also hold for base a pseudoprimes
for any base a� He justi�es this by noting that	 for every a	 if both factors of
n � ��am������am��� are prime	 then n is a pseudoprime to base  and to base
a �so that there is little doubt that our conjecture is true� �here he is assuming
that something like the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture is true�� In section � we will
discuss further such base � pseudoprimes and a recent conjecture by Will Galway
which may be compared with our own conjectures�

�If ���x� �
p
��x� remains true �or nearly true� as x 
 �� then �the Hardy�

Littlewood conjecture� shows that that ���x� is neatly trapped between
p
x� log� x

and
p
x�
p
log x� However� there is insu�cient evidence to designate ���x� �

p
��x�

a conjecture� and we are aware of Erd�os�s opinion� Numbers at in�nity are quite
di�erent from those that we see down here� the average number of their prime
divisors increases as log log x and� while that increases very slowly� it increases
without bound� People say that Erd�os understands these numbers� We do note
that the Erd�os construction ��� that is said to yield so many Carmichael numbers is
decidely peculiar in that they all are products of primes ri for which each ri � � is
squarefree� That is most untypical of the known Carmichael numbers� among the
�rst ��� only three have that character� namely�

�� � � � ��� � � � � �� � �
�� �� � 
�� � �����

All told� we regard the Erd�os conjecture as an �unlisted� Open Queston��

Shanks then goes on to reproduce Chernick�s construction and to apply	 as we
did	 the prime triplets conjecture� �Therefore although it remains unproved that
there are in�nitely many Carmichael numbers there is little doubt that C�x� in�

creases at least as fast as �x���� log� x for some constant ���

Shanks�s criticism of Erd�os�s construction that it is �decidely peculiar in that
they all are products of primes ri for which each ri�� is squarefree� is a misunder�
standing on Shanks�s part� Erd�os forced this to happen in his construction so as
to simplify the analysis but	 as we did in section  above	 one can develop Erd�os�s
heuristic without this restriction� The rest of Shanks�s analysis is	 to our minds	
valid	 and worthy of further exploration� Certainly all the subsequent data do little
to refute Shanks�s reasoning	 even if the theoretical evidence does�
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�a� A heuristic upper bound for C��x�

The estimate ��� implies the lower bound of Conjecture �� In this subsection we
study upper bounds	 based on the ideas of section � We begin by studying the
case k �  and then generalize that argument�

Any square free number with exactly three prime factors is of the form �� �
ag���� bg���� cg� where a� b� c are coprime� To satisfy Korselt�s criterion we must
have that abc divides g�ab � ac � bc� � a � b � c	 in which case we see that a� b� c
are pairwise coprime� Thus g satis�es

g � ����b � ��c� mod a

g � ����a � ��c� mod b

g � ����a � ��b� mod c���

Let g� � g��a� b� c� be the least positive integer satisfying these congruences	 so that
g � g� �mod abc�� Then

C��x� � #fa � b � c� g � abcg� � x and g � g��a� b� c� �mod abc�g�

We begin by bounding the number of imprimitive Carmichael numbers� If g � g�
then g � abc	 so �abc�
 � x and g � �x�abc����� Therefore the number of such g is
� x�����abc�
��� In total this gives

C�
� �x� � x���

X
a�b�c

�

�abc�
��
� x����������

Therefore
C��x� � #fa � b � c � abcg�� � xg�O�x�����

To estimate the number of primitive Carmichael numbers with three prime fac�
tors we need to get a good lower bound on the least solution g� of ���	 at least on
average� That is we need some strong �explicit Chinese Remainder Theorem� to
make headway� Since no such result is available	 we might assume that as a� b� c

vary	 f g��a�b�c�abc � N � abc � �Ng is distributed uniformly in ��� ��� If even roughly

true this then implies that C��x� 	 x���� Combining this with the arguments of
section �	 we understand why one might be led to Conjecture �	 in the case k � �

There have been several results which imply good upper bounds for C��x�� In
����	 Pomerance	 Selfridge	 Wagsta ���� showed that C��x� 	 x���� In ���
Damg$ard	 Landrock and Pomerance ��� gave an explicit estimate of the shape
C��x� 	 x���o���� In ���
	 S�W� Graham �unpublished� showed that C��x� 	
x���o���	 and most recently	 in ����	 Balasubramanian and Nagaraj ��� showed
that C��x�	 x���
o���� We shall look at this problem in more detail in section ��

�b� A heuristic upper bound for Ck�x� for fixed k � 

We now generalize the methods at the start of the previous subsection� In section
 we saw that every Carmichael number belongs to a �unique� family

��� �� � a�g��� � a�g� � � � �� � akg�
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where

��� �a�� a�� � � � � ak� � ��

To study Ck�x� we examine such families with exactly k terms� Things are a little
more complicated now than for k � 	 since for a family like ���	 we can assume
��� but not that the ai�s are pairwise coprime� Moreover the families themselves
are not as easy to deal with� Two reasons are�

 Some k�tuples of integers a�� a�� � � � � ak	 even pairwise coprime integers	 do not
lead to any g that can pass Korselt�s criterion� For example	 for the form in ���
arising from the ��tuple f�� �� � 
g to pass Korselt�s criterion we would need

� � �� � g��� � �g��� � g��� � 
g� � � � ��g � ��g� � ��g� � �g
 �mod 
g�

for some positive integer g	 so that � � g � g� � � �mod 
�� However	 this
congruence has no integral solutions�

 Some k�tuples of integers a�� a�� � � � � ak	 even pairwise coprime integers	 lead to
more than one arithmetic progression of values of g� For example	 for the 
�tuple
f�� �� � 
� ��g we have that ���g�����g����g����
g������g� satis�es the
Korselt criterion �if all the factors are prime�	 exactly when g � �
� or ���
�mod 
�����

In our argument to get an upper bound	 we ignore these problems by bounding
the possible number of arithmetic progressions g can belong to�

For each set of k distinct integers satisfying ���	 de�ne A to be the product of
the primes dividing a�a� � � � ak� That is	 A � ��a�a� � � � ak�	 where ��m� is the
largest squarefree divisor of m� If the integer in ��� is a Carmichael number with
each factor prime	 then	 by ���	 it is � � �mod aig� for each i	 and thus � �
�mod p� for any prime p which divides A� Now for any such prime p	 there exists
an index j such that p does not divide aj by ���� This implies that the polynomial
���a�t����a�t� � � � ���akt��� is not identically zero �mod p�	 and therefore has
at most k distinct roots �mod p�� �Actually	 there are at most k � � roots	 since
at least one ai is divisible by p�� Therefore	 by the Chinese Remainder Theorem	 g
belongs to one of at most

Q
pjAminfk� pg � k	�A� residue classes �mod A�� �The

function ��m� is the number of distinct prime factors of m�� Let S be the set
consisting of the least positive integer in each one of those residue classes� Thus	 if
��� is a Carmichael number	 then g � s �mod A� for some s � S� If s � S and ���
is a Carmichael number � x with g � mA� s	 then we deduce that

x � �� � a�g��� � a�g� � � � �� � akg�

� �mA� s�ka�a� � � � ak

� mkAka�a� � � � ak�

Thus	 the number of choices for m � � for a given s � S is � �x�a� � � � ak���k�A�
However	 this neglects the possibility m � �� In the case that �x�a� � � � ak���k�A �
���	 we can easily allow the possibility m � � by putting a factor � in front of
the expression� But if �x�a� � � � ak���k�A is small	 we will sometimes have x �
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ska� � � � ak and sometimes not� We might guess that on average the residue class
s �mod A� will satisfy the inequality with �probability� �x�a� � � � ak���k�A� Thus	
we believe that

Ck�x�	
X

�
A�x��k

���A�k	�A�

A

X
a�
���
ak

��a����ak��A

�
x

a� � � � ak

���k

�

This leads to

Ck�x�	 x��k
X
A��

���A�k	�A�

A

�
B�
�
� X
pja �� pjA

�

a��k


A
k

� �


CA

� x��k
X
A��

���A�k	�A�

A

�
�Y
pjA

�� � p���k��k � �


A

� x��k
Y
p

�
� �

k

p

�
��� p���k��k � �

��
�

We write this last product as P�P�P�	 where in P� we consider primes p � ek	 in
P� we consider primes p with ek � p � kk	 and in P� we consider primes p � kk�

For p � ek	 we have p���k � � � log p
�k � Then �� � p���k��k � ��k� log p�k	 so

that P� � kk�e
k�eO�k��

For ek � p � kk	 we have �� � p���k��k � e���kp
���k

� ek�k	 so that

P� �

�
� Y
ek
p
kk

�� � ��p�


A
ek

� �O�log k��e
k

�

For p � kk	 we have

�� � p���k��k � � � e���kp
���k � �	 kp���k�

Thus	

logP� 	
X
p�kk

k�p�����k 	 k�

�kk���k log�kk�
�

k

log k
�

Putting these estimates together	 we have that P�P�P� � kO�ek�� Thus	 we have

the heuristic argument that Ck�x� 	k x
��k	 where the implied constant is � kO�ek��

This implies the upper bound in Conjecture ��

	� Primitive and imprimitive Carmichael numbers

The heuristic argument in section 
b can actually be interpreted as proving a
theorem about imprimitive Carmichael numbers�
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Theorem 	� For each integer k �  there is a number ck such that C�
k�x� � ckx

��k

for all x � �� Further� ck � kO�ek��

We remark that in fact a stronger theorem is proved in section 
b� We have the
upper bound ckx

��k for the number of Carmichael numbers up to x with k prime
factors for which g�n� � ��
�n��g�n��	 where as before	 �� � records the largest
squarefree divisor of its argument�

Theorem 
� There is an absolute constant x� such that if x � x� and k is any

integer � � then

C�
k�x� �

�

k!
x��kelog x� log log�x

��k��

Proof� The result follows from Theorem � for k � ���	 so we may henceforth
assume that k � ���� Writing a primitive Carmichael number as p� � � � pk with
each pi � � � gai as in the introduction	 we see that C�

k�x� is at most the number
of choices of positive integers g� a�� � � � � ak where

a� � � � � � ak� gka� � � � ak � x� g � A �� �a�� � � � � ak��

and

��� �ga� � �� � � � �gak � �� � � �mod g�a�� � � � � ak���

Therefore

x � gka� � � � ak � Ak��

so that A � x���k��� Also	 g � �x�a� � � � ak���k � �x�A���k � If g is a solution to
the congruence ���	 then

����
�

g

�Y
�gai � �� � �

�
� � �mod ��A���

where ��A� is the largest squarefree divisor of A� Since ��A� is squarefree and since
the expression on the left side of ���� is a polynomial in g of degree k � �	 the
congruence ���� has � �k � ��	���A�� � �k � ��	�A� solutions� For each solution
g� of ����	 the number of integers g � g� �mod ��A�� with A � g � �x�A���k is
� �x�A���k���A�� Thus	

C�
k�x� �

X
A�x���k���

X
a�
���
ak

aijA

� x
A

���k �k � ��	�A�

��A�

� �

k!
x��k

X
A�x���k���

� �A�k
�k � ��	�A�

A��k��A�

� �

k!
x��k

X
A�x��k

� �A�klg k �

A��k��A�
�
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where lg k � log k� log � is the base � logarithm of k� Note that

���� Mk �� max
A�x��k

� �A� � ���o����log�x
��k�� log log�x��k�

as x��k 
 �� We may assume that k � �� � o���� log x� log log x since otherwise
there are no integers � x with k distinct prime factors and so C�

k�x� � �� Thus

x��k � �log x��o���	 and so as x
�	 we have x��k 
��
By the above	 we have

C�
k�x� �

�

k!
x��kMklg k

k

X
A�x��k

�

A��k��A�
�

NowX
A�x��k

�

A��k��A�
�

X
B�x��k

���B�

B���k

Y
pjB

p��k

p��k � �
�

X
B�x��k

�

B

Y
pjB

�

p��k � �

�
X

B�x��k

�

B

Y
pjB

k

log p
� �

X
B�x��k

�

B
k	�B� 	M lg k

k log�x��k��

We thus conclude	 using ����	 that

C�
k�x� 	

�

k!
x��kMk� lg k

k log�x��k�	 �

k!
x��k�f
��o���g log x� log log�x

��k��

since k � ���	 which implies the theorem�

Note that log log�x��k� � log log logx � o��� since k � �� � o���� log x� log log x	
and so the last displayed equation	 along with Theorem � for k � ���	 implies the
following result�

Corollary 
� There is an absolute constant x� such that if x � x� and k is any

integer � � then

C�
k�x� �

�

k!
x��kelog x� log log log x�

Let C��x� denote the total number of all imprimitive Carmichael numbers � x�

Corollary �� For all x � � we have C��x�	 x�����log x���

Proof� From a sieve argument like that in section �a below	 though now noting that
the three factors must each be prime	 we can improve the bound of section 
a to
C�
� �x�	 x�����log x��� But then the result follows since

C��x� � C�
��x� �

�X
k�


C�
k�x��

and
P

k�
 C
�
k�x�	 x��
elog x� log log�x

���� by Theorem �

It is probably true that C��x� � x��� for all x � �	 but the above arguments will

need some more work to get this� In particular	 note that x��
elog x� log log�x
���� �

x��� for all x � �������
�
We have the following elementary result on the number of prime factors of im�

primitive Carmichael numbers�
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Theorem �� If n is an imprimitive Carmichael number with k prime factors then

k � �log � � o���� log n��log log n log log log n��

Proof� Let n � p� � � � pk with each pi prime with pi � gai � � where g � g�n�� Let
A � �a�� � � � � ak�	 so that n��k � g � A� Also k � � �A� � �f�o���g logA� log logA	 so
that �log n��k � logA � f� � o���g log k log log k� log �� and the result follows�

The proof in ��� that there are in�nitely many Carmichael numbers does not dis�
tinguish between primitive and imprimitive Carmichael numbers� However	 tracing
through the proof	 it is shown that there are � x��� Carmichael numbers up to
x	 and that these Carmichael numbers all have � logx��log logx��� prime fac�
tors	 for each �xed 	 � �	 once x is su�ciently large	 depending on the choice of
	� Corollary  above implies that there are at most xo��� imprimitive Carmichael
numbers up to x with so many prime factors	 so it follows that almost all of the
Carmichael numbers produced by the proof in ��� are primitive� By making some
small changes to the proof in ���	 one can show that there is a positive number c
such that for all su�ciently large x	 there are � x��� Carmichael numbers up to
x with � c logx� log log x prime factors� It thus follows from Theorem � that for
large x	 these Carmichael numbers are all primitive� It is still not proved that there
are in�nitely many imprimitive Carmichael numbers though	 as in Corollary �	 this
follows from the Hardy�Littlewood conjecture�

Using his data base of Carmichael numbers	 Richard Pinch has kindly computed
for us counts of primitive and imprimitive Carmichael numbers up to various levels
and with various numbers of prime factors�

x C�
� �x� C�


�x� C�
� �x� C��x�

��� � �
��� �� ��
��� �
 �

��	 
� � �
���� ��� � ��
���� �
� �� ���
���� ��� � 
��
���� ��� � � ���
���
 ��� ���  ����
���� ��� �� � ��
���� ���
 
� � ����

C�
k�x�� the number of imprimitive Carmichael numbers up to x with exactly k prime

factors� C��x�� the total number of imprimitive Carmichael numbers up to x�

The smallest imprimitive Carmichael number is ������ � �� �� ���� There
are no imprimitive Carmichael numbers up to ���� with more than 
 prime factors	
though Pinch found the imprimitive Carmichael number

����������������� � ��� �� ���� ��� ����� ����

with � prime factors and believes	 though hasn�t checked	 that this is the only one
below �����
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� Conjecture �

Let us now work out a heuristic argument for an estimate of Ck�x�	 the number of
Carmichael numbers �both primitive and imprimitive� with exactly k prime factors�
For a composite number n to be a Carmichael number it is necessary and su�cient
that n is squarefree and that n � � �mod 
�n��� �Note that if the congruence holds	
then n must be squarefree�� However	 for every n	 we have n � � �mod g�n��� One
might say then that a random squarefree number n is a Carmichael number with
�probability� g�n��
�n�� And so we might expect that Ck�x� is approximately the
sum of ���n�g�n��
�n� for n � x with n having exactly k prime factors� We throw
in an error factor so as to allow a more precise conjecture�

Conjecture � Let y � log x� log log x� Then uniformly for  � k � y�

Ck�x� � eO�y�
X
n�x

	�n��k

���n�g�n�


�n�
�

The trouble with Conjecture � is that it does not seem so easy to estimate the
sum� We thus try to �simulate� 
�n�	 which leads us to considerations that are
very similar to what we considered above for imprimitive Carmichael numbers�

As before	 we will associate to each Carmichael number with k prime factors
integers g� a� � � � � � ak	 where the k primes are gai � � for i � �� � � � � k� If
we further assume that �a�� � � � � ak� � �	 then the association is well�de�ned� In
studying C�

k�x� we also assumed that g � �a�� � � � � ak�	 but we cannot assume this
in the general case� Let

Nk�x� ��
X

a�
a�
���
ak
a�a����ak�x

gcd�a��a������ak���

�
x

a� � � � ak

���k
�

lcm�a�� � � � � ak�
�

where the ai�s run over positive integers� We will conjecture shortly that Nk�x�
is a fairly good approximation for Ck�x�� The reasoning goes as follows� To get
a Carmichael number bounded by x out of a k�tuple a�� � � � � ak	 we shall need an
integer g that satis�es

Y
�gai � �� � x�

Y
�gai � �� � � �mod g�a�� � � � � ak���

and each gai � � is prime�

 The inequality is about the same as g � �x�a� � � � ak���k�

 The congruence may be re�written as g���
Q
�gai � �� � �� � � �mod p��	 for

each prime power p� exactly dividing A �� �a�� � � � � ak�	 and then combining the
results by the Chinese remainder theorem� Given g� a�� a�� � � � � ak��	 there exists
ak �mod p�� so that the congruence is satis�ed if and only if p does not divide
any � � gai	 and in that case the congruence class ak �mod p�� is unique� Thus
we �expect� there to be

Q
pjA

�
�� � ��p�k � ��p

�
values of g �mod A� satisfying
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the congruence� In other words the �probability� that the congruence is satis�ed
is ���A�

Q
pjA

�
��� ��p�k � ��p

�
� �log logx�O�k��A�

Therefore we guess that there are �x�a� � � � ak���k�log log x�O�k���a�� � � � � ak� val�
ues of g � �x�a� � � � ak���k which satisfy the congruence� Notice that for many
choices of a�� � � � � ak this expression is � �� We thus are making the heuristic as�
sumption that when added	 the fractions give a good estimate for the total number
of choices for g� a�� � � � � ak� that is	 the estimate is correct on average�

 If we randomly select an integer close to X then the probability that our
selection is prime is around �� logX� We need each gai � � to be prime	
and we might suppose	 heuristically	 that the probability of this happenning
is around ��

Q
log�gai� which is � �� logk�x��k�	 since the geometric mean of

the gai is � x��k� Note that logk�x��k� � max
	
elog x� log log x� �log log x��k



for

 � k � log x� log log x�
Combining these remarks	 leads to the following �educated guess��

Conjecture �� If k is an integer in the range  � k � y �� log x� log log x� then
Ck�x� � Nk�x�eO�yk log log log x� uniformly�

We will show that this guess	 or conjecture	 implies Conjecture 	 and thus both
Conjecture � and all parts of Conjecture �	 by estimating Nk�x� as follows�

Theorem �� For  � k � log log x we have

Nk�x� �
�

k!
x��keO��log x�

��	��

For log logx � k � y� we have

Nk�x� �
�

k!
x
log k�log log��y�k��

log y eO�yk log log log x��

We prove most of Theorem 
 by estimating Nk�x� in terms of

Lk�x� ��
X

a�
���
ak
a����ak�x

�

lcm�a�� � � � � ak�
�

a function which may be of independent interest� The key observation to link these
two functions is

Proposition �� For integer k�  � k � y� we have

x��kLk�x� � Nk�x� � �x�k!���k���� �� � � � � k��

For log logx � k � y� we have Nk�x� � Lk�x�eO�y�

Note that if  � k � log logx then �x�k!���k���� �� � � � � k� � x��keO�k�	 by the prime
number theorem	 giving the lower bound in the �rst part of Theorem 
�

Proof� To get the �rst lower bound	 note that Nk�x� is at least the size of the one
term in the sum de�ning Nk�x� which has ai � i for each i�
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Now	 � � �x�a� � � � � ak���k � x��k for all choices of the ai�s in the sum de�ning
Nk�x�	 so that

X
a�
a�
���
ak
a�a����ak�x

gcd�a��a������ak���

�

lcm�a�� � � � � ak�
� Nk�x� � x��kLk�x��

The �nal upper bound in our result follows since x��k � ey when k � log logx�
The di erence between the sum in the display above and the sum de�ning Lk�x�

is that in the sum de�ning Lk�x� we allow the ai�s to have a common factor g � ��
This increases the value of the sum by a factor � Pg�x ��g 	 log x	 so that our

inequality above becomes Nk�x�� Lk�x�� log x for all k � �

Theorem �A� For  � k � log logx we have

Lk�x� �
�

k!
eO��log x�

��	��

Proof� For  � k � log log x we have

k!Lk�x� �
X
n�x

�

n

�
�X

ajn

�


A
k

�
X
n�x

� �n�k

n
�
Y
p�x

�
� �

�k

p
�
k

p�
� � � �

�

	
Y
p�x

�
� �

�

p

��k

� �c logx��
k

� eO��log x�
��	��

where	 when p � ���	�k	 we have used the inequalityP�n���k�pn � k!������p�k�
Theorem �B� For log logx � k � y �� logx� log logx� we have

Lk�x� �
�

k!
x
log k�log log��y�k�

log y eO�yk log log log x��

Proof� For the lower bound	 letM denote the least common multiple of the integers
up to y	 so that M � eyo�y� by the prime number theorem	 and therefore

Lk�x� � �

M

X
a�
���
ak�x

��k

aijM

� � �

M

�
���x��k � y�

k

�
� eO�y����x��k � y�k

k!

provided that ���x��k� y� � �k	 where ���z� y� is the number of squarefree y�smooth
integers � z�

Let u � log z� log y� We have uniformly for all y� z with � � y � z that

��� ���z� y� � z exp��u�logu� log log��u� �O������
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This inequality is known for the larger function ��z� y�	 the number of all y�smooth
integers up to z	 see Can�eld	 Erd�os	 and Pomerance �
�� Thus ��� follows from
Ivi%c and Tenenbaum ��� in the range y � �log z��	 since they showed that in this
range ���z� y� � ��z� y�� For the range log z � y � �log z��	 the inequality ���
follows by estimating the number of �u��element subsets of the set of primes up to
y	 since each such subset corresponds to an integer counted by ���z� y�� The range
y � log z is trivial for ���	 since then z � exp�u�log u� log log��u� �O������

Now let u � log�x��k�� log y	 which is � y�k in our range	 and so

ku�logu� log log��u� �O���� � log x

�
�� log k � log log��y�k�

log y

�
�O�y��

Combining this with ��� �with z � x��k� yields

Nk�x� � eO�y�

k!
���x

��k � y�k �
�

k!
x�log k�log log��y�k��� log yeO�y��

which is slightly stronger the lower bound in the theorem�
We use Rankin�s moment method to �nd an upper bound on Lk�x�� Let

� �
log k � log log���y�k� � �

log y
� so that

�

log y
� � � �� ����

log y

in our range	 once x is su�ciently large� Let �k�n� denote the number of ordered
factorizations of n into k positive factors	 so that

P
j�� �k�p

j�zj � �� � z��k for

any prime p	 and jzj � �� Recall that ��n� denotes the largest squarefree divisor of
n� Since � � � we have

Lk�x� � �

k!

X
n�x

�k�n�

��n�
� �

k!
x�
X
n�x

�k�n�

n���n�

� �

k!
x�
Y
p�x

�
�� � �

p

�X
j��

�k�p
j�p��j


A �

�

k!
x�
Y
p�x

�
� �

�

p

	
�� p��


�k�
�

Now	 if p is a prime in the range y � p � x then

	
�� p��


�k � 	�� y��

�k

�

�
�� log���y�k�

ek

��k

� exp

�
�

e
log���y�k�

�
� ��y�k�

so that

Y
y�p�x

�
� �

�

p

	
�� p��


�k� � Y
y�p�x

�
� �

�

p

���y�k

� �log x���y�k � e��y�
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For all p � y we have � � �
p�� � p����k � ��� p����k so that

Y
p�y

�
� �

�

p

	
�� p��


�k� �Y
p�y

	
�� p��


�k
�

If e���� � p � y then p�� � e���� so that ��� p����k � exp�O�kp����� Therefore

log
Y

e�����p�y

	
�� p��


�k 	X
p�y

k

p�
	 k

X
p�e�������

�

p
� k

X
e�������
p�y

�

p�

	 kj log�� � ��j� ky���

�� � �� log y
	 k log log y � y

by the prime number theorem	 since p��� � e when p � e��������
If there are any primes p � e���� then � � �� log � so that k � �log x���
�

Moreover �� p�� � �� ��� � � log �	 so that

log
Y

p�e����

	
�� p��


�k 	 k��e����� log�����	 ke����� log�����

	 ke���� 	 �log x���
 	 y�

since if k � �log x���
 then � � �	 and if k � �log x���
 we use the fact that e��� � y�
Combining these last four displayed inequalities givesY

p�x

�
� �

�

p

	
�� p��


�k� � eO�yk log log log x��

and the upper bound follows�

We have the immediate conditional corollary formed by combining Conjecture �
with Theorem 
�

Corollary �� Assume Conjecture �� and let y � log x� log log x� We have uni�

formly� for  � k � log log x� that

Ck�x� �
�

k!
x��keO�yk log log log x��

For log logx � k � y� we have uniformly that

Ck�x� �
�

k!
x
log k�log log��y�k��

log y eO�yk log log log x��

One can easily deduce Conjecture  from Corollary 
	 and thus Conjectures �
and ��

The error factor eO�k log log log x� in Corollary 
 is swamped by eO�y�	 the other
error factor	 in almost the entire range for k� It is only when k � y� log log log x
that the more complicated error factor takes over� In fact if k � 	y	 then Corollary

 implies the conditional result that Ck�x� � �x�k!�eO��y log log log x�� However the
results in ���� give a rigorous upper bound for Ck�x� which is stronger than our
conditional result�

Theorem �� ���� If  � k � y� we have

Ck�x� � �

k!
xeO�y��
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�� Carmichael numbers with three prime

factors� a more precise conjecture

Conjecture � stems from the belief that the vast majority of Carmichael numbers
with exactly three prime factors should come from long sequences from families of
�prime triplets�� That is most three prime factor Carmichael numbers should be
imprimitive� in other words	 C�

� �x� � C��x�� We have seen that to have such a
Carmichael number we must have �ag � ��� �bg � ��� �cg � �� all prime with g �
g��a� b� c� �mabc and a � b � c pairwise coprime� If the corresponding Carmichael
number is � x then m � �x��abc�
����� If abc � xo��� then the expected number of
such triplets is a constant	 depending on the arithmetic properties of a� b� c	 times
�x��abc�
����� log��x����� Note that this constant is precisely predicted by the
Hardy�Littlewood conjecture� Summing these quantities up	 and writing n � abc	
we are led to the more precise conjecture that

C��x� � ��

x���

log� x
� where 
 ��

��

�

Y
p��

�
�� �p

�� � ��p��

�
� ������� � � �

and �� �
X
n��

�n� ��

n
��

Y
pjn
p��

p

p� 

X
a
b
c� n�abc

a�b�c pairwise coprime

���a� b� c�
Y
p�n
p��

p� �a�b�c�p�

p� 
�

with ���a� b� c� � � if a � b � c �� � �mod � and � otherwise	 and �a�b�c�p� is the
number of distinct residues modulo p represented by a� b� c�

Writing the summand in the sum for �� in the form f�n��n
��	 we evidently see
that f�n� � no���	 so that the sum is convergent� However the sum converges so
slowly that we have found it di�cult to determine an accurate estimate for ��	 so
we now discuss a heuristic argument to �guesstimate� ��� Note that f�n� is not far
from being 	�n� times some other factors which should be	 on average	 constant�
Since the average order of 	�n� is log� n	 it therefore seems reasonable that there
is a constant � such that

�� � ���N� � ��� o����

Z �

N

log� t

t
��
dt�

where ���N� is the partial sum over the integers n � N � Thus	 with two approxi�
mations ���N�	 and assuming the �o���� is negligible in the above expression	 one
might infer an extrapolated value for ��� Doing this with the approximations

�����
�� � ������
� ������� ���� � �
������

����� ���� � �
�
���� �����
� ���� � �
�����

kindly computed for us by John Chick and Gordon Davies	 we conjecture that �� is
a fairly good approximation for ��� �With the �rst two values of ���N� above we get
�����
	 with the �rst and third we get �����	 with the �rst and last we get ������	
with the second and third we get ������	 with the second and last we get �����	 and
with the last two we get �����
�� A rigorous numerical determination of the value
of �� seems quite di�cult� But using �� � ��	 we would have �� �� ��
 � �����
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To try to numerically verify this conjecture	 one should bear in mind that the
more precise expression predicted by Hardy and Littlewood for a speci�c triple a� b� c

involves
R x�����abc����
� dt� log�a�g�� abct�� log�b�g�� abct�� log�c�g�� abct�� instead

of ��x������abc�
�� log� x�	 though the two are asymptotically equal for �xed a� b� c�

For numerical comparisons we use both x���� log� x and ������
R x���
�

dt� log� t�
Again	 the two expressions are asymptotically equal	 but at �nite values can be
considerably di erent� Thus we predict that

C��x� � ��
x���

log� x
� ��

��

Z x���

�

dt

log� t

where �� � ����� Due to the above considerations	 we also predict that the con�
vergence of C��x���x���� log

� x� to �� should be eventually from above	 while the

convergence of C��x��
R x���
�

dt� log� t to �� should be eventually from below� The
data of Pinch	 Chick	 Davies	 and Williams give the following�

x ��� ��
 ��� ��� ��� ��� ��	 ���� ����

C��x� � � �� � �� �� ��� 
 
��
� ���� �
�� ���
 ����
 ���
 ��� �
� ���� ���

� ����� 
�� ����� ����� ����� ���� 
���� ���� ����


x ���� ���� ���
 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���	 ����

C��x� ���� ��
� ��� ��� ����� ��
� 

�� �
��� ����
�
� ���� �� ��� �
�� �
�� �
�
 �
� �
� �


� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ����

C��x� � �x���� log� x � ������
R x���
�

dt� log� t

Although these data may not be too persuasive that the numbers � and � are
tending to a common limit which is about ����	 they at least suggest that our
heuristic is not too wildly wrong�

We can compare our conjecture with that made by Galway ���� for the number of
��pseudoprimes� x with exactly two prime factors� Note that n � �ag����bg���
is a ��pseudoprime	 where each of the two factors are primes	 and �a� b� � �	 if and
only if �g � � �mod n�	 if and only if � is an ath power �mod p� and is a bth power
�mod q�� By the Chebotarev density theorem we know that � is an mth power
�mod p� for a proportion ��m of the primes p � � �mod m� except when �jm in
which case the proportion increases to ��m� Assuming the independence of these
proportions when taking m � a and m � b	 Galway conjectures that the number
of such ��pseudoprimes is

� ���
Y
p��

�
�� ��p

��� ��p��

�
x���

log� x

where �� �
X
n��

�n

n���

X
a
b� n�ab

a�b pairwise coprime

Y
pjn�b�a�
p��

p� �

p� �
�
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where �n � � if �jn	 and �n � � otherwise� Galway also compares this persuasively
with Pinch�s data ����� This may evidently be compared to our conjecture for C��x��

We might also suppose that for any given integer k � 	 we have Ck�x� �
�kx

��k� logk x for some constant �k � ��

� An upper bound for the number of

Carmichael numbers with k �  prime factors

Theorem �� We have Ck�x� 	 x����log x���
k������� holding uniformly for each

integer k � �

Proof� Let A � �log x���
k�������� If A � x��� the theorem is trivially true	 so

assume that A � x���� Suppose that n is a Carmichael number� If prime p divides
n then	 by Korselt�s criterion	 n � � � p �mod p� �� so that n � p �mod p� � p��
However n � p	 so the number of such Carmichael numbers up to x is � x��p��p��
Thus the total number of Carmichael numbers up to x with a prime factor � x����A

is �Pp�x����A x��p� � p�	 x���A�

Now consider Carmichael numbers n � p�p� � � � pk � �x��� x� whose prime factors
satisfy p� � p� � � � � � pk � x����A� Select l minimally so that m � p�p� � � � pl �
�
�x

���A�� thenm � �
�x

���A and so l � k��� If n � mr then	 by Korselt�s criterion	
r belongs to some residue class �mod 
�m��� Therefore the number of such r is
� � � x�m
�m� 	 x���A���
�m�	 and so the total number of such Carmichael
numbers for a given value of l � k � � is

	 x���A��
X

m
 �
�x

���A
	�m��l

�


�m�
� x���A��

X
m
x

	�m��l

�


�m�
�

To determine 
�m� we will need to understand the common factors of the pi� �
in detail� Recall that g�n� denotes the gcd of the numbers p� � where p runs over
the prime factors of n� For each divisor d � � of m	 let

gd ��
Y
jjm�d

g�jd���j��

The numbers gd have the following properties�

Y
jjm�d

gjd � g�d� for each djm�d � ��

Y
djm�d��

gd � 
�m��

gcd�gd� � gd�� � � for all d�jm�d�jm with d� � d�� d� � d��

In particular	 if d�jm�d�jm with ��d�� � ��d�� and d� �� d�	 then gd� and gd� are
coprime� Write bj �

Q
	�d��j gd� and note that the number of ways a given number

bj can arise is no larger than the number of ways one can write bj as the product of
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l
j



pairwise coprime integers	 which is � 	lj
	�bj�� We note that

Q
j b

j
j � �m� � m

and 
�m� �
Q

j bj � Therefore we have

X
m
x

	�m��l

�


�m�
�

X
b�b

�
����b

l
l�x

Y
j

	
l
j


	�bj�
bj

�
Y
j

��
�
X

b�x��j

	
l
j


	�b�
b

��
� �

Now X
b�B

t	�b��b �
Y
p�B

�� � t��p � ��� �
Y
p�B

�� � ���p � ���t � � logB�t�

uniformly for all t � �� B � �� Thus the last product over j is 	 �log x��
l��	

uniformly for all l � �� Summing over all l � k � �	 we get that

X
m
x

	�m��k��

�


�m�
	 �log x��

k���� � A��

uniformly in k	 which implies our result�

Remark� If we could �nd an m dividing n that we can guarantee is closer �loga�
rithmically� to x���	 then we could use the proof above to improve the bound in
Theorem �� It seems that the integers n that cause us to have so poor an estimate
as in Theorem � are those that have three prime factors which are each� x���	 and
the rest bounded� If we could show that there are few such Carmichael numbers
then perhaps we could improve our estimate above�
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